Gastric cancer is the fourth most common cancer and the second leading cause of cancer death worldwide. Although the global incidence of gastric cancer has been decreased dramatically in recent decades, north and northwest of Iran have the highest incidence rate of gastric cancer. Whilst the surgical procedures for gastric cancer have been improved, there is no cure for that. The intestinal type of GC results from pre-neoplastic conditions including atrophic gastritis, intestinal metaplasia and dysplasia. Trefoil Factors Family proteins (TFFs) are small and stable molecules secreted by the mammalian gastrointestinal tract. TFFs constitute a family of three peptides (TFF1, TFF2and TFF3) that are widely expressed in a tissue specific manner in the gastrointestinal tract. Variable TFFs expression in gastric cancer and pre-neoplastic lesions has been found. TFF1 has a tumor suppressor activity and inhibits tumorogenesis in gastric cancer. Its expression decreases in gastritis, gastric atrophy, dysplasia, intestinal metaplasia and gastric cancer.TFF2 has a protective effect on gastrointestinal epithelium. As a prognostic factor, TFF2 expression decreases in gastric ulcer, chronic atrophic gastritis and gastric cancer TFF3 is considered as an oncogenic factor in gastric
Introduction
Gastric Cancer (GC) remains the major health problem being fourth common cancer in the world and the second cause related to cancers. Almost one million new cases of GC are reported annually worldwide (1). Although there is declining trend of gastric cancer in the worldwide, new cases of GC are increasing in some Asian countries (2). In Iran, gastric cancer is the most common cause of mortality related to cancers in both genders(3).
The most prevalent of gastric cancer is Adenocarcinoma.
According to Lauren's histological classification, it is subdivided into diffuse and intestinal pathologic subtypes (4) . The intestinal type of GC results from multistep inflammatory process. H-Pylori infection has been considered as an initiatory lesion. It can also progress to pre-neoplastic conditions including multifocal chronic atrophic gastritis, intestinal metaplasia and dysplasia (5) . These pre-neoplastic lesions are frequent and increase the risk of GC (6) . Although diagnostic and therapeutic approaches of GC have been improved, the mortality of GC is still high (7) . Efficacious screening and early stage treatment can reduce mortality of gastric cancer (8) . Until now there is no standard biomarker for early diagnosis and no consensus on screening programs (9) . Thus, the Promoter of TFF1 has gastrin responsiveness element which can be activated by this hormone (19) . It has been suggested that loss of TFF1 leads to development of neoplastic lesions and also gastric adenocarcinoma (7, 20, 21) . TFF2 is mainly expressed in stomach, duodenum and pancreas (15, 22 mucosal integrity (7) . Many studies believe that TFF3 hasa correlation between inflammation and occurrence of GI tumors (7, 25, 26) . Moreover, some studies implied overexpression of TFF3 has www.thecancerpress.com has just a significant correlation with patient's age and has no substantial association with other factors such as gender in general population (12) .
TFFs have been known as acute phase reactant.
They seem to have an important role in repairing of gastrointestinal tract (27) . While TFF1 and TFF2 are gastric tumor suppressor genes, TFF3
can promote gastric cancer (7).Different studies have reported variable changes of TFFs expression in gastric cancer and pre-neoplastic conditions (28) (29) (30) . This review aims to overview the precise role of TFFs in gastric cancer and pre-neoplastic lesions..
TFFs and H.pylori infection:
There is a significant correlation between H. Pylori This controversy with other studies might be related to small sample size in study (39) .
Genetic alteration of TFFs:
Several genetic and epigenetic alternations have Inevaluation of TFF1 and TFF2 serum levels in gastric cancer patients undergoing gastrectomy operation, it was found that serum levels of these peptides would dramatically decrease after the surgery which confirms the origin of TFF1 and TFF2 (54) . It seems that the serum level of TFF2 is lower in well-differentiated gastric cancer than undifferentiated types (54) Table 2 : Combining test of TFF3 with PG sensitivity increases the sensitivity to 75% but specificity will be decreased(51). 
